Blind Faith?

4) Its proximate cause is something to place faith in.
Qualities of Saddha
In Buddhist view, the quality of Saddha is the knowledge and belief that the
Three Refuges are worthy of such accepcance. By this Saddha, the reality is
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Saddha followed by wisdom
Buddha says 'A noble ddisciple who possesses wisdom, the faith that follows
from it becomes stabilized, the energy that follows from it becomes
stabilized, the energy that follows from it becomes stabilized, mindfulness

Defination of Saddha
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1) Saddha has the characteristic of faith or trusting;
2) Its function is to clarify mind as a water-cleaning gem causes
muddy water to become clear;
3) It is manifested as resolution;

In Buddhist philosophy, the difference between Saddha, which you see
in Seven Gems for noble persons, Five Padhaniyanga Dhammas, and the
teacheings of Kalama Sutta is very clear. It is my sincere wish for you to try
to continue to read more Buddhist writings. 

